
Year 8 French T4 Mon Identité 

 Knowledge, Skills and Understanding 
Higher Pupils/I: 

 can recognise and form adjectives correctly in masculine, feminine & plural forms to talk about personality in a longer 
conversation or written paragraph 

 am able to recognise and form present tense reflexive verbs (full paradigm) to talk about relationships in a longer 
conversation or written paragraph 

 can recognise and apply possessive adjectives (singular & plural) agree, disagree & give reasons when discussing 
music  

 can use present tense irregular verb venir (full paradigm) 
 am able to apply the near future tense of porter and other verbs to talk about clothes as part of a longer conversation 

or written paragraph 
 understand and correctly agree colour adjectives as part of a longer conversation or written paragraph 
 am able to extend writing on personality, relationships, clothes and passions using tenses, connectives & intensifiers 
 can translate straightforward sentences from English to French 

Intermediate Pupils/I: 

 can recognise and form adjectives correctly in masculine, feminine & plural forms to talk about personality 
 am able to recognise and form present tense reflexive verbs (full paradigm) to talk about relationships 
 can recognise and apply possessive adjectives (1st-3rd  person singular) agree, disagree & give reasons when 

discussing music 
 can use present tense irregular verb venir (1st & 3rd person singular) 
 am able to apply the near future tense of porter and other verbs to talk about clothes 
 understand and correctly agree colour adjectives in short paragraphs 
 recognise and apply different tenses and time expressions to talk about your passion 
 can translate short phrases from English to French 

Foundation Pupils/I: 

 can recognise adjectives in masculine, feminine & plural forms in texts/conversations about personality 
 am able to recognise present tense reflexive verbs (full paradigm) 
 can recognise possessive adjectives (1st-3rd  person singular) in texts/conversations about music 
 can use present tense irregular verb venir (1st person singular) 
 am able to apply the near future tense of porter to talk about clothes 
 understand and correctly agree colour adjectives in short sentences 
 recognise different tenses and time expressions in texts/conversations about your passion 
 are able to apply strategies to translation from English to French 

 


